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Standing Tall

Carolina 34

Clemson 17

See pages 8-10 for extensive coverage of the game
Kara Roache / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Monday
67°

38°

Tuesday
64°

44°

GO ONLINE!

Addicting Web sites

Tell It Like It Is

Interested in
community service at
USC? We’ve got the
scoop online.
www.dailygamecock.

Explore the best the
Internet has to offer in
addicting time wasters
just in time for finals.

Traditional arguments
against tattoos
shouldn’t affect choice
to “get inked.”

com

See page 5

Michael
Lambert
First-year
comparative
literature student

See page 4
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CALENDAR

LOCAL & WORLD NEWS

What: Study Abroad

LOCAL
Pay system needs upgrade

What: Students for Life

GREENVILLE — An antiquated computer system
is slowing payments to South Carolina’s jobless and
officials say it will take weeks to bring the system up to
speed.
The Greenville News reported Sunday that the
23-year-old computer system at the Employment
Security Commission isn’t set up to allow payments to
jobless workers who have been unemployed for more
than 79 weeks.
ESC assistant deputy executive director Jimmy Jones
said the 23-year-old system was not designed to make
payments easily and has to be programmed to allow the
payments. Jones said that could take at least two weeks.

Info Table
When: 3 p.m.
Where: RH Lobby

Meeting
When: 6:30 p.m.
Where: Russell House
302

What: AAAS Freshman

Council Meeting

When: 7:30 p.m.
Where: Russell House

304

What: BGLSA Weekly
Meeting
When: 8 p.m.
Where: Gambrell 005
What: Amnesty
International Meeting
When: 8 p.m.
Where: Russell House
315

SPORTS
SCHEDULE
WOMEN'S

PIC OF THE DAY

NATIONAL
Four policemen gunned down
PARKLAND, Wash. — A gunman who killed four
police officers at a coffee shop in Washington may have
been wounded by one of the officers.
Pierce County sheriff’s spokesman Ed Troyer told
reporters Sunday afternoon that one of the officers
struggled out the door and fired his gun at the attacker.
Troyer asked clinics and hospitals to report anyone
who shows up with a gun wound.
The gunman burst into a coffee house Sunday and
opened fire on four police officers as they sat working
on their laptops, killing the three men and one woman
in what an official described as a targeted ambush.

Keri Goff / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Fan energy was high as a group of students assist in crowd pushups after a
touchdown during Saturday’s game which ended in a USC win over Clemson.

TODAY IN HISTORY

BASKETBALL

1835

High Point
Colonial Life Arena
Wednesday
11 a.m.

Samuel Clemens, later known as Mark Twain, is born in Florida, Mo.

BASKETBALL
Western Kentucky
Colonial Life Arena
Wednesday
7 p.m.

BASKETBALL
Clemson
Littlejohn Coliseum
Sunday
1 p.m.

INTERNATIONAL
Uruguay elects new leader
MONTEVIDEO, Uruguay — A plain-talking former
leader of leftist guerrillas who once sought power
t hrough k idnappings and bombings is now t he
president-elect of Uruguay.
Jose Mujica won more than 50 percent of the votes
cast in a run-off election Sunday, according to exit
polls by the South American country’s three leading
pollsters, giving the center-left Broad Front coalition
five more years in power.

1874
Winston Leonard Spencer Churchill, the British leader who guided Great Britain and the Allies
through the crisis of World War II, is born at Blenheim Palace in Oxfordshire, England.

1939
The Red Army crosses the Soviet-Finnish border with 465,000 men and 1,000 aircraft. Helsinki
was bombed, and 61 Finns were killed in an air raid that steeled the Finns for resistance, not
capitulation.

1989

— The Associated Press

Stressed
about
exams?

While taking a break - come learn about the Living and Learning
Communities available for Fall 2010

Exam Stress Buster
at the Top of Carolina
in Capstone
December 2 from 6:30 to 8:00

:LQ)LUVW&KRLFH+RXVLQJIRU\RX
DQG\RXUURRPPDWHV
:LQSUL]HV
)UHH&KDLU0DVVDJHV
%UDLQ)RRG

8QLYHUVLW\+RXVLQJ

1864
The once-proud Confederate Army of Tennessee suffers a devastating defeat when its commander, General John Bell Hood, orders a frontal assault on strong Union positions around
Franklin, Tenn. The loss cost Hood six of his finest generals and nearly a third of his force.

Designing Sustainable Communities for Living and Learning
ZZZKRXVLQJVFHGXKRXVLQJ#VFHGX

“America’s First Female Serial Killer” strikes. Richard Mallory, a storeowner in Palm Harbor,
Fla., is last seen taking a ride with Aileen Wuornos. The following day, his car — containing his
wallet, some condoms and an empty vodka bottle — was found abandoned in a remote area
of Ormond Beach.

1993
During a White House ceremony attended by James S. Brady, President Bill Clinton signs the
Brady handgun-control bill into law.

Congratulations to our
new executive board!
President: Alexandra rippy
vice president of internal affairs: megan blanchard
vice president of ﬁnance: lynn tierney
cinematic arts coordinator: jonathan wise
comedic & traditional events coordinator: jesse fayne
concerts coordinator: steph durso
cultural awareness coordinator: adrianna mitchell
ideas and issues coordinator: lee mckagen
special programs coordinator: sarah jordan
graphic designer: nate puza

good luck on
exams and
have a great
winter break!
Keep a lookout for the
spring 2010 calendar
on the first day of
spring classes!
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Homemade
gifts don’t
break bank

EDITORIAL BOARD
Editor-in-Chief

AMANDA DAVIS
Managing Editor

CALLI BURNETT
News Editor

KARA APEL
The Mix Editor

KELSEY PACER
Sports Editor

CHRIS COX
Viewpoints Editor

COLIN JONES

MARILYNN JOYNER

Design Director

Photography Editor

MORGAN REID

Personalized presents
make good alternative
to cut holiday costs

Copy Desk Chief

KERI GOFF

Students should
rally through finals
With Thanksgiving behind us, and Winter Break
just around the corner, it can be easy to get carried
away, especially since most of us may still be digesting
Thanksgiving leftovers.
However, there is still a week of classes left to dredge
through, and it’s important that we don’t lose focus on
what lies ahead: fi nals.
As tempting as it might be to skip class, choose reruns
over research papers, or get lost on one of the Mix’s most
addicting Web sites, students should be buckling down
and getting into gear for upcoming finals week. This
week is your last chance to ask questions and catch up
in some classes you might be
As tempting as struggling in.
Even though we’re nearing
it might be to skip t he end of t he semester, it
isn’t over yet, so don’t slack
You can still work hard
class, students off.
to improve a lackluster grade,
goof ing off could hurt
should buckle down and
you.
Also, if you have time, get a
and get into gear for head
start studying for exams
now. Finals have a tendency
finals week.
to sneak up on people, and
Thomas Cooper gets crowded
this time of year.
You don’t want to be up u nt il 2 a.m. each night
cram m ing for exams. Budget you r t ime a nd don’t
procrastinate.
Take advantage of this last week of classes. Learn what
you can, ask questions about the fi nal and complete any
lingering assignments.
The end of the year can be a fun time, but if you lose
sight of your goals, you may be repeating a class next
semester. Don’t throw away an entire semester of classes
and work by getting lazy and forgetting what we’re at
USC for: an education.
Four weeks might seem like a long time to go without
seeing new friends, but school should take priority. And
just think: If you flunk out, you’ll have a lot more to worry
about than a measly winter break separating you from our
capital city.

TELL IT LIKE IT IS

Body art expresses character
Tattoos easy-to-hide manifestations
of character; not unprofessional, tacky
artifacts to be regretted years later
The holidays have hit us again, and they’ve
hit us hard. Despite the current recession,
Black Friday seemed as chaotic as ever: Moms
scurried from mall to mall with vans full of
kids, and husbands walked silently through
hardware stores, brooding over tools and lawn
mowers. Everywhere retailers are pushing on
us the latest gadgets, electronic nicknacks
that will be “old news” three seconds after
they’re bought. That’s what I always hate
most about the Christmas shopping season:
buying stuff that doesn’t last or will break
down or be outdated sooner than you’ve
paid it off on your credit card. I’ve always
thought the winter holidays — with their
cliché, Hallmark-inspired feelings of warm
togetherness — should focus on celebrating
what really does last. Then, as my present, I
always get the same thing: a tattoo.
Last winter I got my first, and I hope to
carry on this year. And in a year of tattoo
ownership, I’ve met a lot of different opinions
that I don’t quite understand.
“Tattoos are unprofessional.” I think
that all depends on the profession. Usually
whoever says this thinks of the business
world, where everyone is swallowed up in
suits and ties. Tattoos are pretty easy to hide.
But the big criticism here is that tattoos make
you seem like an unprofessional person and
that somehow only a certain type of people
get tattoos: grungy, biker types with “trouble
as their middle name” (or some such movie
phrase). Perhaps you wouldn’t want that
person as your CPA, but that stereotype

really is baseless. There isn’t a distinct mold
of people who get tattoos anymore than there
is a distinct mold for tattoos. It’s all about
variety, both with the art and with the canvas
(meaning the people, of course).
“Tat toos a re wor t h less
unless they have some deep,
symbolic meaning.” This one
gets under my skin a bit (pun
intended). Body art is meant
to be intensely personal; every
design is unique, because it
fits to your body. Getting
Michael
some intricate symbol with a
Lambert
First-year
philosophical meaning that
comparative
will take hours to explain
literature
won’t be wor t h a ny t h i ng
student
unless it’s worth something to
you. Getting a tattoo simply
because you want one, simply because you
like the design doesn’t make it any less artful
than if you got one for some intellectual
reason. Just because it’s on your body doesn’t
mean it has to be deep.
“You’ll regret that when you’re older.” This
concern is my favorite, because I think it’s
about more than tattoos. As a culture we’re
obsessed with being young forever, with
everything from plastic surgery, to creams,
to who knows what else. We look on aging
as some horrible affliction when it doesn’t
have to be. The signs of aging are the signs
of life. Even if my skin distorts my tattoos,
they will still be beautiful to me, because they
are physical memories of my life aging right
alongside me.
I’m not saying that everyone should run
out this holiday season and get “inked up.”
But let the new year bring a new perspective
on this art form.

Political Web site errs in claims about capitalism
Ignorant blog makes for laughs
with statement that government
grants, protects individual rights
By now dear reader you have probably either come
to enjoy or vehemently hate my articles, but you’ve
got to give me credit for sticking to principles of
individual freedom.
I enjoy reading political blogs,
a nd one of my f avor ite s, L ew
Rock well, was discussing a new
Web site he d iscovered c a l led
GovernmentisGood.com by Mount
Holyoke professor Douglas J. Amy. If
you enjoy a good laugh, check out this
Web site. He states that capitalism
Will
only exists by government protecting
Potter
it and our rights are not natural but
First-year
economics
given to us by the government.
student
He states that the “free market”
caused the current financial crisis. By

his reasoning, why even have capitalism? Instead just
have government run the economy. It must be angry
right-wingers who hate government, not people who
realize that no other criminal organization could
have killed 200 million people in the 20th century
and gotten away with it.
You see, that was under Conservatives and
dictators, but progressive leaders will only bring
prosperity; I mean it’s not like Woodrow Wilson
stifled free speech, sterilized the deaf and lied and
got us into World War One.
There are obvious fallacies in Amy’s argument
that government is good, and the fact that he is a
professor who still believes these myths is ridiculous.
If a historian or an economist made some of the
statements that capitalism needs government and
that government protects our rights and all we
need is the right leadership to bring prosperity,
they would surely be laughed at by their fellow
colleagues. Then again I guess this is what political
science majors would believe in because without any
government they’re out of a job.
Let’s look at one of the obvious fallacies on his

About The Daily Gamecock

IT’S YOUR RIGHT
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s
Viewpoints page is to stimulate
discussion in the University of South
Ca r o l i n a c o m m u n i t y. A ll p u b l i s h e d
authors are expected to provide logical
arguments to back their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourages
readers to voice opinions and offers three
methods of expression: letters to the
editor, guest columns and feedback on
dailygamecock.com.
Letters and guest columns should be
submitted via e-mail to gamecockeditor@
sc.edu. Letters must be 200 to 300 words
in length and include the author’s name,

year in school and area of study.
We also invite student leaders and
USC faculty members to submit guest
c o l u m n s . C o l u m n i s t s s h o u l d ke e p
submissions to about 50 0 words in
length and include the author’s name and
position. Guest columns are limited to
three per author per semester.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense submissions for length
and clarity, or not publish at all.
All submissions become the property
of The Daily Gamecock and must
conform to the legal standards of USC
Student Media.

CORRECTIONS
If you find an error in today’s edition of The Daily Gamecock, let us
know about it. E-mail sagckvew@mailbox.sc.edu and we will print the
correction in our next issue.

Web site that the market caused the current financial
crisis. Everyone agrees that the depression began
under the Bush administration and his supposed
deregulation philosophy (whatever that means).
Let’s take a look at the Bush presidency: We can
see that he raised tariffs on imported steel, passed
Sarbanes-Oxley, passed a huge welfare prescription
drug plan for Medicare, told Greenspan to turn on
the monetary spigots and inflate the housing bubble
and massively bailed out industries toward the end
of his presidency. That is some definite free market
action by Bush. He stated, “I have to abandon the
free market in order to save the free market” .
Unfortunately Amy’s ignorant views permeate
throughout mainstream news media like Fox News,
MSNBC, New York Times and the National Review.
So, dear reader, read Mises.org or LewRockwell.com
to get news stories not covered by the mainstream
media and get to the truth behind historical and
current events. And for laughs check out Amy’s Web
site because he definitely has some anti-conservative
mentality. (Note I am a Libertarian-anarchist not a
Conservative.)

It’s the time of year when
people are scurrying around
to find holiday presents for
t hei r f r iends a nd fa m i ly.
Homemade gifts are
becom i ng more popu la r,
e sp e c ia l ly for u s p en nypinching college students.
Sweet s a re a lway s a
C h r i s t m a s f a v o r it e , b u t
bu y i ng boxe s of t hem at
the store are expensive. Try
m a k i ng you r ow n t re at s
to s end out a s pre s ent s .
Chocolate covered pretzels
are easily prepared. Melt some
chocolate, dip a pretzel rod in
it and let it dry. When it’s dry,
wrap it in some plastic wrap
and add a decorative ribbon.
Need to bring a dessert to a
Christmas party? No worries.
Just pick up some cook ie
dough. Instead of mak ing
individual cook ies, spread
the dough in a cake pan and
make a cookie cake. Add some
frosting if you want, and it’s
sure to please a lot of guests
and save you some money.
Need a gift to
please a variety
of people?
Tr y p u t t i n g
together a hot
cocoa gift.
Grab some
sandwich bags,
Jessica
cocoa and miniHardin
Second-year
marshmallows
journalism
at t h e s t o r e .
student
I n s t e a d
of buying
individual packs of cocoa, buy
the bulk cocoa in a can. It will
cost you less in the long run
and is around four dollars.
Fill the sandwich bag halfway
w it h cocoa and add some
marshmallows on top. Send
these out as is or put them in
an inexpensive coffee cup.
Have some artistic f lair?
Use it to your advantage.
Make some homemade
stationary or make a great
art piece. Tr y using some
materials that you already
have so that you can keep the
cost down. If you aren’t sure
of what to do, look up some
ideas online.
Have some great recipes
that your friends enjoy? Make
them a cookbook. This is both
personalized and creative.
Hand write your recipes and
draw an illust rat ion. Not
great at drawing? It will make
your cookbook t hat much
more interesting.
There are tons of ideas
just like these that are both
inexpensive and personalized.
Try looking up homemade
gift ideas online or ask friends
and family if they know of
a ny. Just because it’s t he
holidays doesn’t mean your
wallet has to be empty, nor
does it mean your inexpensive
gifts have to be unpleasant.
Be creative with your presents
and your friends and family
will reap the benefits.
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“Passion makes the world go round.
Love just makes it a safer place.”
— Ice T
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Top 10 Most Addictive Web Sites
Ellen Meder

ASSISTANT MIX EDITOR

As the end of the semester draws near and each passing day makes the dread of finals more real, each student should remember
that all work and no play will make you crazy. With stress compacting, a release valve needs to be opened up after hours of typing
away on essays and cramming. Okay, fine. This list isn’t about stress relief, it’s about nothing other than procrastination. It’s simple:
You don’t want to do your work, and these top addictive Web sites simply won’t let you. Enjoy!

1

Texts From Last Night

The u lt imate doc u ment at ion of t he
resu lt s of m i x i ng tech nolog y a nd a lcohol,
TextsFromLastNight.com is an instant hit with
college students who understand just how quickly a night
can degenerate from a couple
of drink s to an advent ure
full of debauchery and bad
decisions. Quite simply, you’ll
laugh uncontrollably and be
refreshing your screen for the
newest user submitted texts
that document nights of nearly
unbelievable mayhem.
Post Secret
This fantastic community art project is a little
bit deeper venue for confessions. Each Sunday
morning Frank Warren updates the running blog
with 20 new secret-bearing post cards sent in from around the
world. Some are funny while
others are serious and dark,
but they are all beautif ul,
unique and make readers feel
like they are getting a glimpse
into the minds of complete
strangers; a cross-section of
humanit y. Procrastination
bonus: PostSecret A rchive.
com.

2

Fail Blog
The sheer amount of failure in the world is
astounding. The large portion of it that gets
documented on this blog is also fantastic. From
p o o r l y t r a n s l at e d s i g n s
a nd people w it h ter r ible
names to the most heinous
children’s toys and videos
of news anchor and driving
fails, you will be laughing
at ignorance, stupidity and
genera l pat het ic ne s s for
hours.

3

4

This Is Why You’re Fat

Caution: Do not view this Web site on an empty
stomach. This is a blog devoted to posting pictures
of nothing but the most ridiculous foods and recipes
nearly guaranteed to clog viewers’ arteries simply by
looking at them. A few of the classics that you simply have
to see to believe: the martini
glass-shaped bacon and egg
monstrosit y and t he pizza
pocket pizza. While most of
the entries will thoroughly
gross you out, there are a few
that will combine your all time
favorites and have you thinking
“Why not?” Basically, it’s “junk
food porn.”

5

Sporcle

If your aimless surfing of the Web has you feeling
dim witted, this highly addictive Web site will have
your brain working at full speed in no time. Sporcle.
com (the tagline for which is “mentally stimulating
d iver sions” ) of fer s t i med
quizzes on a wide variety of
topics from entertainment
and movies to histor y and
g e og r ap hy. T he r e r e a l l y
is a quiz to test everyone’s
k nowledge, from “#1 NBA
Draft Picks” to “Advertising
Slogans.”

6

F My Life

If you’re thinking that you’re having a terrible day,
just think it could be worse. You could be looking at
porn and realize it’s a photo of your mom or receive a
spiteful text that was meant for
your husband’s mistress. FML,
as the site is lovingly called by
fans, goes perfectly with the
old adage that “life screws us
all.” However, the people who
choose to submit their semitragic stories to FML might
just be a little extra screwed.

7

My Life Is Average

8

People of Wal-Mart

This Web site is a great follow-up to FML since it is
basically a feel-good parody of FML. It’s another user
submitted site in which nothing extremely exciting
happens, which is the opposite
of what you expect to read
online. “Today, my friends and
I got Chinese delivery. There
were four of us, but we only got
three fortune cookies. So my
friend and I decided to share a
cookie. It had two fortunes in
it. MLIA.”
People are the most frightening thing the world has
to offer and apparently they all congregate at their
Wal-Mart. From pimp or Lady Gaga costumes to
the world’s worst camel toes and terrifying combinations of hot
pants and gigantic furry boots,
you’ll be terrified that humans
exist who think it’s okay to exit
their houses looking like they
do. This is yet another usersubmitted site that will make
you feel instantly sophisticated
by relativity.

9

My First Fail

W hat is bet ter
than adorable
babies and laughing
at someone else’s failure?
Nothing. Being new to the
planet kids do some hilarious
things: eating improperly,
beating up on one another
and falling asleep just about
anywhere they can.

10

1000 Awesome Things

There are so many fantastic tiny things that
happen every day that most people take for granted,
but are special. This Web site aims to document those
sublime things and give witty commentaries. Get ready for
some honesty: #987-Picking
the perfect nacho off someone
else’s plate, #736-The smell
of Play-Doh, #662-Fixing a
wedgie when no one’s looking.
This one is a certified hit, as it
won a 2009 Webby Award.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcketc@sc.edu

Korean film feeds global ‘Thirst’ for vampires
Horror movie shows complex,
violent look at vampirism
Jimmy Gilmore
STAFF WRITER

Thirst
★ ★ ★ ★ out of ✩✩✩✩✩

Director: Park Chan-wook
Starring: Shin Ha-kyun, Kim Ok-vin
Run Time: 133 minutes
Rating: R for graphic violence,
disturbing images, strong sexual
content, nudity and language
Acclaimed Korean director Park Chanwook sinks his teeth into vampire lore
with his gritty and captivating new film,
“Thirst,” which Focus Features released on
DVD Nov. 17.
Pa rk , who shot to i nter nat iona l
recognition with his “Vengeance Trilogy”
that meditated on the need for vengeance in
various forms, culminating in the frenetic
and disturbing “Old Boy,” writes and directs
this tale of a priest named Sang-hyeon who
selflessly volunteers himself for a vaccination
development project for a deadly virus.
When the procedures go wrong and the
priest needs a blood transfusion, he finds
himself the recipient of vampire blood. The
priest suddenly starts questioning his moral
life as he’s drawn into violent and sexual
chaos, including having an affair with his
friend’s wife and murdering others to satisfy
his blood lust.
This is not a glamorous or necessarily

FOLLOW US
on TWITTER

gamecockmix

pleasure-filled vampire tale. Sang-hyeon
is a tortured and confused soul trying to
negotiate the widening rift between his
pre-existing morality and his newfound,
overwhelming impulses. Actor Kang-ho
Song plays him with an appropriate amount
of variet y, k now ing when to send t he
performance over the edge for added effect.
Park’s prev ious f ilms have all relied
heavily on superf luous bouts of heavily
orchestrated violence to both disturb and
exhilarate, and “Thirst” is no exception.
When Sang-hyeon and his lover (played
relentlessly over-the-top by Ok-vin Kim)
make the decision to murder, blood shoots
and pours from veins and their drive for
f leeting satisfaction pushes the film into
campy territory.
The film is directed with plenty of dread
and terror, with a sharp eye for integrating
elements of classic vampire lore, but Park’s
real skill is how he melds this with dark
comedy, playing on a wide array of emotions
while his film slowly crawls through its
characters’ personal hell.
There is also plenty of visual invention
to admire in the film. The cinematography
creates striking contrasts between pale
whites and pitch blacks, wedging gruesome
gore somewhere in between.
Director Park fully understands how to
create perfect compositions, and each scene
slowly builds with deliberate editing. Many
scenes accent a wealth of empty space in
rooms and open areas, while others take
advantage of claustrophobia and sensuality
in how close the camera gets to bodies.
Though the film pushes over two hours,
each moment is t reated as absolutely
essent ial, mak ing ever y element of its
aesthetic feel synchronized for maximum
effect.
At a moment where the “Twilight Saga”

Courtesy of Focus Features

Kim Ok-vin (left) and Shin Ha-kyun star in Park Chan-wook’s “Thirst,” newly released on DVD.
seems to be trying to reshape how vampires multiple approaches and wealth of subtexts
can be imagined, “Thirst” provides an to the singular subject matter, “Thirst” is an
agonizing and humanizing look at two souls’ undeniably complex and invigorating film.
It is captivating horror fi lmmaking with
spiral into carnal sin.
The film’s religious overtones serve as a hefty sense of social commentary on its
both commentary and parody, constantly underbelly, gorgeously made from one of
questioning the lines society draws around international cinema’s most recognizable
moral codes while almost never eliciting full and stand-out talents.
sympathy for the deranged protagonists.
Vampirism is treated as a drug, and its
victims as addicts, wherein they slowly
Comments on this story?
lose all sense of themselves to the prison
E-mail sagcketc@sc.edu
they erect for their bloody dinners. In its
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Inside the Box ● By Marlowe Leverette / The Daily Gamecock

The Scene
USC

COLD SOULS
6 and 8 p.m., $6.50
Nickelodeon Theatre,
937 Main St.

Whiteboard ● By Bobby Sutton / The Daily Gamecock

PhD ● By Jorge Chan

TODAY

TOMORROW

USC ART DEPARTMENT HOLIDAY SALE
9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
McMaster College and Gallery, 1615 Senate
St.

THIS IS HELL, BATTLE, BLACKLINES, IN REGRET
6:30 p.m., $10
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.

SUSTAINABLE HOLIDAY CELEBRATION
5:30 - 7:30 p.m.
701 Whaley St.
OPEN MIC NIGHT WITH BRENT MCDONALD
8 p.m., free
1001 Washington St.

VERSEWORKS OPEN MIC NITE
8:30 p.m., free
Art Bar, 1211 Park St.
SOUTH CAROLINA PHILHARMONIC PRESENTS
BELA FLECK AND THE FLECKTONES
8 p.m., $40-$70
Koger Center, 1051 Greene St.

11/30/09

HOROSCOPES

1234567890-=

A RIES

Start the new
week w it h h igh energ y.
Emot ions respond to
physical work.
T AU RU S P r e s e nt
you r f i nd i ngs as t hough
y o u’r e c e r t a i n . O t h e r s
int roduce emot ional
diversions. St ick to your
point.
G E M I N I Even
though it’s Monday, spend
extra time at home. Can you
take a mental health day? It
would be nice.
C A N C E R Tr y t o
check one thing off your
list at work today. If you get
more than one, give yourself
a gold star.

LEO Getting back into

SAGI T TA R IUS

the workload takes effort.
Apply physical energ y to
relieve emotional stress.
V IRGO Yeah, sure,
it’s Monday. Still, be sure to
make extra time for the ones
you love.
LIBR A Group effort
moves a project for ward.
Get everyone on the same
emotional wavelength for
best results.
S COR PIO P ut i n
special effort to understand
the work you have in front of
you. Ten minutes of thought
can save hours of wasted
effort.

Apply your effort to
something you love. This
could mean putting a less
enjoyable task on hold until
tomorrow.

C A PR ICOR N

Back to work on changing
the group dynamic. Reassign
tasks to suit each person’s
skills and interests.
AQUARIUS Rested
and ready, you blast through
wo rk t h at h a s p i le d up
recently. Then clean — yes,
clean — your desk.
PISCES Back to the
daily routine after a holiday.
Act ually, you feel pret t y
good about you rself and
your work now. Enjoy.

11/30/09

Solution from 11/19/09

ACROSS
1 Overactors
5 In pieces
10 Forget about
14 Object of
worship
15 Ladies’ man
16 Costa __
17 Centennial State
rock?
20 Pilot’s
announcement,
brieﬂy
21 Frontier bases
22 Wolverine State
ﬁre starter?
26 It’ll never ﬂy
27 Bud’s buddy
28 Wetland
29 One in a “Flying”
circus act
32 __ generis:
unique
35 Peach State wide
open spaces?
39 Sixth sense
40 Baggage claim
item
42 Firm way to
stand
45 Guy
46 Without
precedent
47 Cotton State
sculpture?
51 Italian veal dish
53 Pah preceder
54 Cornhusker
State Town Car?
59 Quaint “Holy
moly!”
60 John of England
61 Bay of Pigs
locale
62 Disney dog
63 Catches one’s
breath
64 To be, in old
Rome
DOWN
1 Juice drink with a
hyphenated
name
2 Big fuss
3 Minute particles
4 One of the
deadly sins

5 Coach
Parseghian
6 Pea’s place
7 O’Neill’s “__ for
the Misbegotten”
8 Blunt rejection
9 Play the piccolo
10 Synthetic fabric
11 “A living faith will
last in the __ of
the blackest
storm”: Gandhi
12 “Rhyme Pays”
rapper
13 Old salts
18 Bitter complainer
19 Words before
smoke or ﬂames
22 Copy cats?
23 Reﬂection
24 Bell hit with a
padded hammer
25 Auto with a
four-ring logo
30 Cut off, as
branches
31 Remote batteries
32 [error left as is]
33 Like a 12-0
verdict
34 Basketball Hall of
Famer Dan

Solution for 11/24/09

36 Mountain lion
37 Neeson of
“Taken”
38 When many go
to lunch
41 Dolly, the clone,
was one
42 Derivatives of it
are used in
sunscreen
43 Privilege loser,
often
44 Bring down on
the gridiron
47 Equally yucky

48 “Mercy me!”
49 Watery trenches
under
drawbridges
50 Italian lawn game
51 Like Ogden
Nash’s lama, in a
poem
52 Big name in
video games
55 Place to park
56 Connections
57 Barbell abbr.
58 Rob Roy’s refusal
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Place a Classified ad: p 803-777-3888 • f 803-777-6482 • www.dailygamecock.com
Additional Info

Line classified ad rates

Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length

First insertion: $2.50 per line
Subsequent: $1.50 per line

classifieds

Major credit cards accepted

DEADLINE

Additional options
Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available for an additional cost

Noon, 1 business day prior
to publication

E-mail: sholmes@mailbox.sc.edu • Office hours: M-F 8:30 am - 5 pm • Russell House, Rm. 343

Announcements

Housing-Rent

NEED CASH? Earn up to $2,000 during
finals week! Better World Books needs
your help buying textbooks & colect textbook donations. Help your friends getmore cash for their books and earn
money in theprocess. Contact Shannon
@ 770-596-7497 or go to

Houses &Apts 2-4BR walking distance
to USC $675 and up. Call 254-6613
www.securityrealty.net

www.better worldbooks.com/campusoperatiave

Apartments
OFF STATE ST @ GERAVIS BR 1BR
(1 person) eff.w/kit garbage sewer & water incld $425 238-6916
THANKSGIVING SPECIAL
No Security Deposit. Efficiences-$642
2BR-$750 incldes everything. 12/mo
lease CORNELL ARMS 799-1442
Spring Sublease of furn room & pvt BA!
Awesome rmmtes amazing Copper
Beech amenities only $400!
Kara 864-483-0907

Roommates
F/seeks/F/M rmmts (2) sep BR or 2 people share 1BR. $400+dep all util incld.
Free run of house, long distance & pkg
Near USC & Richland Mall 787-1191.

Housing-Rent
2606 GERVAIS 3BR 1BA
all major appl. totally remodeled large
backyard $975 + $600 dep. 413-3297
Apartments & Homes Near USC
Hawkins Properties 799-0804
622 Augusta St West Cola
3BR 1BA w/d $600 Call 413-3297
Rooms for Rent - Lg Spacious
walking distance to USC $300/mo.
Call 463-5129

OLYMPIA AREA - 604 Kentucky St..
Renovated, clean 3BR 2BA house. W/D
hkups fridge stove deck $875/mo.
Call Bob 609-4897.
2 & 3 BR HOUSES FOR RENT
Olympia - very nice w/d conn CH&A.
Call Jeff 238-9185
Rooms & Apts For Rent @ USC
318-0800 or rajaluri@aeliusa.com
1BR CONDO - fully furn w/sec. available next semester & beyond. @ the
Spur next to stadium. Call 422-9173.
4BR 2BA $1195 or 5BR 2BA $1295
hdwd flrs fenced yard Shandon
with jacuzzi.
318-0729
CONDO FOR RENT 2BR 2BA min
from USC located on River.
All appl furn. $800.Avail now!
Call Matt 730-3980
2BR 1.5BA Charleston Townhouse
LR,dining room & kit w/utility area.
Fncd yard with shed $850. 5 min from
downtown. 107 Ashley Ct. W. Cola
261-9085

Help Wanted
Instructors

Work Study
Opportunities

Experienced Personal Trainers
needed. Located 5 minutes from campus. PT available. Contact
Personally Fit @ 799-9455 for details..

Help Wanted
Restaurants

$9/HOUR!
WORK STUDENT OFFICE
ASSISTANTS
for Finance Dept. @ SC Vocational
Rehabilitation near airport. MUST have
an award to be eligible for these jobs.
Please call Cathy Smith
@ 896-6553 for interview. EOE.

Travel
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
$189.00 5-DAYS or $239 7-DAYS.
All prices include: Round-trip luxury
cruise with food. Accommodations on
the island at your choice of thirteen
resorts. Appalachia Travel.
www.BahamaSun.com 800-867-5018

Banquet Servers needed.
Call 782-0082.

Help Wanted
Runners
ROBINSON MCFADDEN & MOORE,
PC is now searching for a runner to
start in early January 2010 in its downtown Columbia legal office. PT position,
flexible work schedules.
Please contact Sheilah @ 227-1123

Services

Help Wanted

PREGNANT, NEED HELP?
BARTENDING up to $250/day . No exp
nec, training prov’d 800-965-6520 X 253.

FREE pregnancy test Call Birthright
765-0165

E
D
A
R
UPG

YOUR

10
0
2
g
n
i
r
p
s
r
o
f
now leasing

pool
party

come see our new upgraded amenities
803.939.0444 | 800 Alexander Rd | text RESTATES to 47464

riversidecolumbia.com
standard text rates apply
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Seniors cap careers with win
Victory over Tigers proves
bittersweet for class

Gamecocks hold
back on celebrating,
Rock Hill boys shine

Chris Cox

SPORTS EDITOR

Saturday’s sunny afternoon skies weren’t the
brightest thing for South Carolina’s senior class.
After defeating No. 18 Clemson in the annual
Battle of the Palmetto State, nine Gamecocks bid
farewell to Williams-Brice Stadium, many of which
ended coveted careers in the Garnet and Black.
“To be honest, I don’t think it’s hit me yet,” wide
receiver Moe Brown said. “I’m a pretty emotional
guy. I usually get choked up over stuff like this, and
it really hasn’t gotten here yet.”
Brown, who ranks second on the team in catches,
yards and touchdowns this season, notched a 25yard reception on a flea fl icker in his fi nal home
game.
But that wasn’t the best part of the day for Brown.
“It was a great win, not only for the seniors, not
only for the Gamecock Nation, but a great win for
our program and where we’re trying to go with it,”
Brown said. “The seniors, we were trying to show
the underclassmen how to go out the right way after
a three-game skid.”
Safety Darian Stewart, who led USC in total
tackles while also forcing Heisman hopeful C.J.
Spiller into a fumble, ranked Saturday’s victory as
one of the best he’s had in his four-year career.
“It felt good. I’m just having the chance to enjoy
it with my teammates,” Stewart said. “It was lovely.
I’m glad we did it.”
Stewart, who will likely finish his career with
more than 200 total tackles, believes that Saturday’s
victory over the in-state rival Tigers means more
than just another victory for this season; it changes
the entire outlook of the 2009 campaign.

James Kratch

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Chris Keohane / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

South Carolina’s senior class poses prior to kickoff. The class leaves as one of the winningest ever.
“As a senior it felt real good,” Stewart said. “It
doesn’t matter how many games we lost this season,
this is the one that really counted. I felt like this
changed our whole season.”
However, the leader of the seniors, and leader of
the team as a whole, was linebacker Eric Norwood.
Norwood, an All-American candidate and USC’s
leader in sacks and tackles for loss, capped his play
at Williams-Brice with a crucial fumble recovery
in the opening minutes that prevented USC from
falling into a double-digit deficit.
What makes Saturday’s victory all the more
impressive was where Norwood ranked it amongst
the other he’s captured as a Gamecock.
In his tenure, the Gamecocks have defeated
Georgia, Tennessee, Clemson, then-No. 4 Ole
Miss and captured coach Steve Spurrier’s first bowl
victory at South Carolina.
“It’s been crazy, just some of the wins we have. I’m

GRADING

Any and all, concerns about the home field advantage for South Carolina
were erased early. There was a good deal of orange in the upper deck and
around the lower bowl at Williams-Brice Stadium, but it did little more
than stand idly, as Gamecock fans were loud and proud all day long. A good
deal of it had to do with Clemson’s inability to get anything going most of
the game, but even after Spiller’s opening kickoff return for a touchdown,
the USC fans drowned out the Clemson fans. There was little doubt
Saturday which team’s house the game was being played in.

James Kratch

A

It’s pretty simple — the defensive line did exactly what it had to do
Saturday. USC struck the balance it needed, completely controlling C.J.
Spiller and the Clemson rushing attack while at the same time pressuring
Kyle Parker and keeping him from making back-breaking throws. The 48
yards CU mustered on the ground, including only 18 by Spiller, was thanks
to an unbelievable performance from the USC defensive linemen. The pass
defense was stellar also; USC only got one sack, but they were in Parker’s
face the whole day and prevented him from making the crucial throws he
has made all year in leading Clemson to an ACC Atlantic Division title.
All in all, the line was brilliant for USC. After all the injuries the unit had
suffered leading into Saturday’s game, if defensive line coach Brad Lawing
doesn’t get a raise, something’s wrong.

A

REPORT CARD:

Stephen Garcia did force a throw for an interception, but since you likely
forgot that fact before reading this tells you that USC won the turnover
battle. Without a takeaway in five games, the Gamecocks notched three
from Clemson — an interception by DeVonte Holloman and fumble
recoveries by Eric Norwood and Stephon Gilmore — and capitalized on
them, scoring 14 points off turnovers. South Carolina came into the game
knowing it had to get turnovers to have any chance of winning, and it more
than rose to the occasion. While the Gamecocks may have fumbled twice,
the stat never showed up in the books, as Carolina was quick to pounce on
both loose balls.

A

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

THE GAMEDAY ATMOSPHERE: A+

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

TURNOVERS:

glad I come back to help win this game,” Norwood
said. “Just to come back and win this game was
great and makes everything a whole lot better.”
A native of the Atlanta, Ga., area, Norwood
almost bolted from Carolina following his junior
season, when the linebacker declared for the NFL
Draft following USC’s Outback Bowl loss to Iowa.
But the junior returned to finish what he started,
and leaves South Carolina as one of the greatest to
ever suit up for the University of South Carolina
football team.
“This is one of the more important wins we’re
ever had since I’ve been here just for the simple fact
that it’s Clemson,” Norwood said. “The way things
have been going this last part of the season, it was a
great win for us and the Carolina fans.”

THE KEYS TO THE GAME

South Carolina strives in crucial aspects, moments
of rivalry game against Clemson Tigers

DEFENSIVE LINE PLAY:

TURNOVERS

A

PREVENTING

THE

HOME RUN: B+

USC did what it had to do, and didn’t let Clemson break big plays. The
Tigers played true to their form all season long, holding the football for
well under half the game, but they weren’t able to put points on the board
due to their inability to spring the home run. That being said, an almostperfect day was dampened a bit, but not much, by Spiller’s 88-yard kickoff
return.

SPECIAL TEAMS: C

The offsides penalty on the kickoff, the Spiller return, Antonio Allen
muffi ng the punt and giving Clemson the ball back — the USC special
teams didn’t have a stellar performance. However, a failing grade was
prevented by some late extra credit. Having Alshon Jeffery on the onside
kick return team was brilliant, and it paid off, as the freshman’s 35-yard
return of the kick set up the game-sealing score.

CONTROLLING EMOTIONS:

B+

USC only had one dumb penalty, and Cliff Matthews’ late hit out of
bounds was a product of hustle, not maliciousness. Furthermore, no
chippiness came out of what could have been a combustible situation at
the end of the game, and the postgame celebration was exuberant but
controlled — something USC coach Steve Spurrier stressed after what he
felt was a “crazy” reaction after Carolina’s last win over Clemson in 2006.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

ATMOSPHERE

A+

DEFENSIVE

EMOTIONS

B+

CHICKEN FEED
Chris Cox

SPORTS EDITOR

— South Carolina defeated Clemson at home for
the first time since 2001.
— USC’s 34 points against the Tigers was the
most points the Gamecocks have scored against
their rival since they put up 34 in a 1996 victory.
It was the most points scored at home since a
56-20 drubbing of the Tigers in 1975.
— USC’s 223 rushing yards were the secondmost by a Steve Spurrier-coached USC team.
— Saturday’s win guarantees a winning record
for the second straight season and the fourth time
in five years.
— USC finished the season with a 6-1 home
mark — it’s best record at Williams-Brice since
the 1988 season.
— Saturday’s victory was USC’s second win of
the season over a Top 25 opponent. The first
came against then-No. 4 Ole Miss.
— Carolina wore all-garnet for Saturday’s

Post-game
tidbits, news

game. The Gamecocks improved to 3-0 in those
uniforms. Clemson, meanwhile, unveiled its new
Nike Pro Combat uniforms.
— C.J. Spiller’s opening kickoff for a touchdown
was the seventh of his career, establishing a
NCAA record.
— Linebacker Eric Norwood’s fumble recovery
in the first quarter was the first turnover for the
USC defense since the Alabama game — the
seventh game of the season.
— Carolina ran out of the “Wildcock” formation
for the first time this season. Cornerback Stephon
Gilmore ran the ball on the first play.
— Freshman safety DeVonte Holloman recorded
his first career interception when he picked off
CU quarterback Kyle Parker and returned it to
the 11-yard line.
— Tight end Weslye Saunders picked up his
second touchdown reception of the season on a

9-yard swing pass from Garcia. It was the junior’s
second touchdown in as many
games. In the
fourth quarter he added his second touchdown of
the game on a 1-yard reception on fourth-andgoal. It marked the junior’s first career multitouchdown game.
— Spencer Lanning’s 47-yard field goal in the
second quarter tied a career long for the junior.
— USC had more points with 10 minutes left in
the second quarter (17) then it did in all of last
season’s game (14).
— Da’Quan Bowers’ third-quarter field goal
block marked the third consecutive year that the
Tigers have blocked either a USC field goal or
punt.
— South Carolina scored its most points in the
game (34) since its Oct. 10 victory over Kentucky,
when the Gamecocks scored 28.

Celebrat i ng w it h i n
reason
I n 20 06, USC’s 24 -21
w i n o v e r C le m s o n w a s
met with great celebration
t hat ca r r ied i nto t he
offseason, including coach
Steve Spu r r ier-sig ned
commemorative gameballs
being sold at Gamecock
Club meetings.
Don’t expect that this
time around.
“I think sometimes we
celebrate too much when
we beat them, to tell you
t he t r ut h. I t h in k when
Clem son beat s u s, t hey
d o n’t c e le b r at e w i ld l y.
But I t h i n k we overd id
it t hree years ago, and I
was probably guilty also,”
Spurrier said. “We’re going
to try to enjoy the victory
tonight; we’ll celebrate and
all that, but after it’s over
let’s move on to the next
game.”
A nother of fensive
option
Fo r e s h a d o w i n g a b it
of what Clemson w i l l
see next weekend against
Georgia Tech, USC broke
o u t a n o p t io n p l a y, a s
USC quarterback Stephen
Garcia pitched to tailback
Brian Maddox on t he
junior’s 1-yard touchdown
run.
“ We’v e h ad it i n t he
p l a y b o o k a l l y e a r. We
fi nally got to it this week,”
Garcia said. “We’ve been
prac t ici ng t he past t wo
weeks and just working on
my pitch with Brian and
the other backs. It worked.
It was a great call.”
Rock Hill Boys
Th ree f resh men f rom
t he f a med b order tow n
next to Charlotte had big
days, as Tori Gurley hauled
i n a t o u c hd o w n c at c h ,
DeVonte Holloman had his
first career interception,
a nd Stephon Gilmore
starred on both offense and
defense.
“ We’re a l l f rom Rock
Hill, and we grew up with
the rivalry,” Holloman said.
“When we all committed
to South Carolina, it was
a new beg in n ing, a new
Carolina. We wanted to
start this rivalr y off and
fi nish it the right way.”
Making a statement
Two weeks after dubbing
t he Clemson game a
“s e c o n d s e a s o n” a n d a
“must-w in,” G arcia said
that he felt USC’s 34 -17
win was a major statement
in many ways.
“ We w a nt e d t o m a k e
a st atement as fa r as
beating an in-state rival,
beating a ranked team and
winning the last game for
the seniors,” Garcia said.
“We’ve been talking about
that for the past two weeks;
we really wanted to get the
seniors out of here with a
win.”
Summing up 2009
Coming into Saturday’s
game, USC’s 6-5 record was
somewhat disappointing,
considering the team’s 6-2
start. However, with the
three-game losing streak
snapped, Spurrier said he
feels this season has been a
good one.
“I think it’s a good year.
7-5, it ’s a lway s good to
beat your in-state rival,”
Spurrier said. “That’s what
we’ve been able to do this
year.”

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu
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Bowl picture remains cloudy despite win
Bevy of 7-5 teams
makes bowl outlook
tough to predict
Chris Cox

SPORTS EDITOR

South Carolina’s victory over Clemson
wasn’t important for just in-state bragging
rights.
With the win, the Gamecocks captured
their seventh victory of the season, securing
both a winning record and a decent bowl
berth.
“It will make the month a lot nicer until
we play the bowl game,” coach Steve Spurrier
said. “We’re going to try to win the bowl
game and make the offseason nice too. I have
no idea where it’s going to be. I know some of
our guys want it to be a warm weather site. All
of the sites are pretty warm this time of the
year.”
Despite the crucial victory for Carolina, the
bowl picture became murky after Tennessee
knocked off Kentucky on the road, Georgia
upset rival Georgia Tech and A labama
knocked off Auburn on Friday afternoon.
W it h t hose w ins, Aubu r n, Georg ia,
Kentucky, Tennessee and South Carolina all
finish the regular season with seven victories
— clouding the bowl picture for each team.
Kara Roache / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Art Gregory, a representative for the Chick- Jarriel King (left) and Weslye Saunders carry the Hardees trophy after beating Clemson.
fil-A bowl based in Atlanta, was on hand to
witness USC’s victory over the Tigers.
edged Arkansas in overtime on Saturday night.
“What attracts us about South Carolina on hand to take in Carolina’s victory.
The most likely dest inat ions for t he
“I wouldn’t mind going back to Tampa,”
is they’re sitting there with seven wins after
beating Clemson in an arch-rival contest,” senior safety Darian Stewart said. “But I’d love Gamecocks are either the Chick-fil-A bowl
or the Music City Bowl, based in Nashville,
Gregory told The Daily Gamecock. “If USC to go to Atlanta.”
The only conference bowl berths that have Tenn.
is the best available team, then we would be
Both bowls would match USC up with an
seemingly been locked up are the two BCS
very interested.”
The Outback Bowl, which USC has played games, which will go to undefeated Alabama opponent from the Atlantic Coast Conference,
in three times this decade — most recently last and Florida, and the Capital One Bowl, which and either bowl would be interested in seeing
season when Carolina lost to Iowa — was also seems destined to take LSU after the Tigers a North Carolina-South Carolina matchup,

or a Spurrier vs. FSU coach Bobby Bowden
rematch in the Music City.
The majority of Gamecock players have
their eyes set on the Chick-fil-A bowl, which
would bring over a million dollars in revenue
and a primetime matchup on ESPN to the
school.
“I like Chick-fil-A. I love Chick-fil-A food
and I like Atlanta,” tight end Weslye Saunders
said. “That seems like a pretty good bowl to
go to.”
Gregory believes that South Carolina not
only has a chance to play in his bowl because
of its record, but because of the school’s lack
of presence in the game. The Gamecocks
haven’t competed in the bowl since 1969, when
Carolina captured the ACC Championship.
“It would be good to have a team that hasn’t
been there that recently,” Gregory said. “But
at the same time, if there was a team that had a
better record that came last season, we would
take them.”
For Carolina to earn a trip to Atlanta-based
bowl, it probably needs to pull for the rival
Tigers to win the ACC Championship this
Saturday, as a loss could send the Tigers to
Atlanta and force the bowl to pick from a team
CU hasn’t recently played.
Regardless of where USC goes, the fans
are sure to bring more than they did a season
ago, when only 10,000 Gamecocks traveled
to Tampa, Fla., after seeing their team lose its
final two games of the regular season.
That may play a factor in the Gamecocks
receiving a second straight berth in the
Outback Bowl, which is played 11 a.m. on New
Years Day. The representative for the bowl
had a large smile on his face as he paced the
sideline following Carolina’s victory.
All the bowls will be announced Sunday
following the conference championship games.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

The Daily Gamecock’s 2009 SEC Bowl Predictions:
BCS National Championship: Florida
Allstate Sugar Bowl: Alabama
Capital One Bowl: LSU
Cotton Bowl: Ole Miss

Outback Bowl: Tennessee
Chick-fil-A Bowl: Georgia
Music City Bowl: South Carolina
Autozone Liberty Bowl: Auburn

Independence Bowl: Arkansas
Papajohns.com Bowl: Kentucky

‘Wildcock’ makes debut
Trick formation
succeeds behind
legs of Gilmore
James Kratch

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

For mont h s , t he
debut of the “Wildcock”
package had been
predicted and discussed
so frequently,
y, iit was hard
to forget thee issu
issue
sue at hand
was a football
formation
ball form
mati
a nd not some u rba n
legend.
The wait finally came
to an end Saturday, and
for USC , it wa s wel l
worth its 11 games in the
mak ing. Tak ing
ng direc
direct
snaps at qua r terback
back ,
f re sh m a n corr nerbac
erba k
Stephon Gilmore
ore
re gained
59 yards of offense
ense — 20
on the ground and 39 in
the air — to set up Brian
Maddox’s 1-yard scoring
run on the second USC
of fensive drive of t he
game.

X

“We planned it [for the
second possession],” USC
coach Steve Spurrier said.
“[Gilmore] said, “Coach
you’ve been saying that
all year and I haven’t been
in yet.”
we told him
t But
ut w
second
be
nd
d possession,
poss
ready.
about
y. The thing
t
Stephon
he can
hon is that
t
make guys m
miss. He needs
mi
to get the ball.”
With USC trailing 7-0,
Gilmore entered the game
and rushed three times
for 13 yards. His fourth
snap ended up being
g the
home r u n play,
play as he
lofted a post pattern to
classmate Alshon Jeffery,
who hauled in the throw
for a 39-yard gain and a
first-and-goal from the
Clemson 8-yard line.
“We practiced it during
the week. My first read
is A lshon on the post,
and I threw it to Alshon,”
Gilmore said. “It was kind
of behind him, but he
made a good catch on the
ball.”
G i l mor e , w ho a l s o
had a f umble recover y

O

on defense, ran t w ice
more for seven ya rds
before leaving the game
as quarterback Stephen
G arcia re-entered.
Maddox scored on the
next play, but Gilmore’s
pass and performance
weren’t overshadowed or
unexpected in any way.
“It’s pretty much what
I expected,” t ight end
Weslye Saunders said.
“Stephon’s a great athlete;
I knew he was going to
hang one up
p to Alshon
sooner or later.”
Gilmore didn’t play
offense again, but Spurrier
credited that to the flow
of the game and USC’s
control of the game.
“A little bit here and
there,” Spurrier said when
asked if he had thought
about putting Gilmore
back in. “If we had to, we
may have. But we didn’t
have to.”
It took a long while to
work the package into
a gameplan, something
Spurrier attributed to not
wanting to overburden

the freshman, who was
already start ing on
defense and ret urning
p u nt s . How e v e r, t he
postga me feel i ng was
that Saturday may not
end up
p being
eing an isolated
situation.
on.
“We’ll
e’ll be run
rrunning it
a lot more
believe after
ore I belie
be
the success
said
ccess we had,”
ha
Garcia.
Adding another wrinkle
to Gilmore’s play
p was the
path he took to
t get in a
Gamecock
uniform. Once
G
committed to Clemson,
Gilmore changed paths
af ter former Clemson
coach Tommy Bowden’s
f i r i n g, a m o n g o t h e r
reasons, and signed with
USC. That fact wasn’t
forgotten in the aftermath
of a 34-17 win over the
hated Tigers.
“He’s a t remendous
player,” Garcia said. “I’m
ver y glad he’s on t he
team.”

X

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.
sc.edu
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Freshman corner Stephon Gilmore runs out of the “Wildcock” formation during the first quarter of Saturday’s game.
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Linebacker Eric Norwood celebrates with fans after Saturday’s victory.

Setbacks don’t hold back fans
Electric atmosphere
wills Carolina to win
Ryan Velasquez

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

South Carolina’s victory over
Clemson w ill be remembered
as one of the biggest wins in the
history of the storied rivalry, and
what made it even more special
was the never-ending support of
arguably the most loyal fan base in
college football.
With 80,574 in attendance for
Saturday’s game, the environment
at Williams-Brice stadium truly
was electric.
“We’ve got as good of fans as
anybody anywhere. I know that, we
all know that,” coach Steve Spurrier
said. “I’ve had people tell me that
when they come to Williams-Brice,
it’s as big of an environment as
anywhere else in the country. Our
fans are right there with the best in
the nation.”
With their Cocky Cloths waving
for the majority of the game, the
student section was as loud as it had
been all season. Despite being on
Thanksgiving break, the students
once again provided much-needed
support.
“I love this team and this group
of guys we’ve got on the field right
now,” junior business student Tyler
Osborne said. “There was no way I
was missing this one.”
Even more impressive was the
support from the rest of the fans,
who have weathered increased

ticket prices during the nation’s
tough economic period.
“This was arguably the biggest
game of the Steve Spurrier era,”
said G amecock Club member
Mike Hopewell. “The difference
between being 7-5 with a win over
Clemson and being 6-6 with a loss
to Clemson is huge. It really was
one of the biggest games I’ve been
to.”
With Carolina sitting at 6-5
entering the game and clearly out of
the conference championship race,
the fans continued to show their
unconditional support on Saturday,
something they’ve become wellknown for over the years.
“I’ve been going to these games
since I was three years old and
have seen it all, unfortunately,”
s ophomore bu s i ne s s s t ude nt
Anna Cate Belk said. “It hurts to
come close all these teams and
somehow lose the close ones more
than we win, but I’ll always back
up the Gamecocks because of the
especially sweet wins like the one
today.”
Riding high after Saturday’s win,
the Carolina faithful have reason to
be excited about the future of this
young program.
“I t hink t his win has really
righted the ship for this team,”
Gamecock Club member Patrick
Carr said. “With so many players
coming back next season, I believe
the best here at Carolina is not far
off.”
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu
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CAROLINA (7-5)
34

Tigers just
not as good

CLEMSON (8-4)
17

Clemson’s usual
choke non-factor
in loss to Carolina
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Freshman wide receiver Alshon Jeffery hauls in a 39-yard reception in the first quarter of Saturday’s 34-17 victory over the in-state rival Clemson Tigers.

USC WINS STATE TITLE
James Kratch

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
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Walk ing off the field, USC coach Steve
Spu r r ier was d renched w it h a G atorade
bath from seniors Moe Brown and Garrett
Anderson. Uneasy with the tradition normally
reserved for monumental wins at first, Spurrier
swiftly changed his mind.
“I said ‘Wait a minute; you’re only supposed
to do that if we ever win the championship
a rou nd here,’” he sa id. “T hen I st a r ted
thinking, ‘Well, we’re the state champs.’”
That they are.
A three-game losing streak and weeks of
angst and disappointment around the South
Carolina football program was forgotten
Saturday afternoon, as USC broke back into
the win column in grand fashion, knocking off
archrival Clemson 34-17 in the 107th edition
of the Palmetto State Rivalry.
The No. 25 Tigers (8-4, 6-2 ACC) will
play No. 12 Georgia Tech this Saturday for
the ACC Championship in Tampa, Fla., but
no matter the result, the Gamecocks
(7-5, 3-5 SEC) will hold all the in-state
bragging rights for the next 363 days
after their most emphatic victor y
over the hated orange-clad rivals
since the Steve Taneyhill-led 33-7
triumph at Death Valley in 1994.
“It was a huge win for us,” USC
quarterback Stephen Garcia said. “We
were 7-5 last year, but we lost our last
[two]. It’s a much better feeling to go
out with your last game being a victory,
especially against the in-state rival. They
were ranked and were
playing very well. We
needed this win, and
we got it.”
Cont rolling
possession for almost
t wo-t h irds
of the
game,
USC

fou nd st reng t h i n what had been major
weaknesses of late — defensive takeaways and
the running game — and outclassed Clemson
in decisive fashion.
Without a takeaway in five games, Carolina
found a way to get three off the Tigers — two
fumble recoveries and an interception.
“One thing coach [Ellis] Johnson talked
about this week was that we haven’t been
forcing too many turnovers. This week we
wanted to concentrate on that and be a tougher
defense,” senior safety Darian Stewart said.
“It’s been frustrating, but we knew we had
to (get turnovers) and we were able to do it
today.”
Once the Gamecock offense got the ball,
they found ways to capitalize. Unable to get
much going on the ground the past few weeks,
USC thrived on rushing the ball, racking up
223 yards on an astounding 58 carries.
“We ran the ball, ran the ball and ran the
ball,” Spurrier said. “That’s obviously what we
need to do to win. We didn’t know if we could
[run] or not, but we knew we had to try to. We
knew we’d have to try to run the ball.”
Ken ny M iles anchored t he at tack w it h
115 yards on 17 carries, and the freshman
was accompanied by junior Brian Maddox
(18 carries for 46 yards and a touchdown)
and Garcia (14 carries for 59 yards to go
along with 126 passing yards and three
touchdowns).
Freshman cornerback Stephon
Gilmore made his long-awaited
debut on of fense, r u n ning for
20 yards out of the “Wildcock”
formation, and tossing a 39-yard
pass to classmate Alshon Jeffery,
which set up Maddox’s touchdown
run from one yard out.
Gilmore’s efforts on the seven
play, 60 -yard drive were even
more significant considering the
circumstances that Carolina had
endured to start the contest.
After being called offsides on
the opening kickoff, USC’s
wor st n ight ma re bec a me
realit y on t he re-k ick, as
star Clemson tailback C.J.
Spiller took the return 88
yards for a 7- 0 lead just 19
seconds into the game.
“You hate to see that kind of play,
especially on the opening kickoff, but
that’s C.J. Spiller. He makes those kinds of
plays,” said tight end Weslye Saunders, who
had two touchdown receptions. “What was
real important was how we reacted to it.”
Ref u si ng to w i lt , Ca rol i na responded
superbly, bottling up Spiller and his Heisman
Trophy candidacy for a meager 37 yards of
total offense and keeping the Tigers off the
scoreboard again until the fourth quarter.
After the Maddox score tied the game 7-7,
USC put together 17 more unanswered points
on Saunders’ 9-yard touchdown reception, a
47-yard field goal by Spencer Lanning, and a
juggling 14-yard catch by Tori Gurley in the
back of the endzone.

“I’ve learned a lot from Alshon. He told me
that this one play was going to be open. He
told me to be ready,” Gurley said. “Stephen
made a great t hrow, and we were able to
execute to help us win.”
Trailing 24-7 at the beginning of the fourth
quarter, Clemson would rally late. After a 22yard scoring hookup between Kyle Parker and
Michael Palmer, the Tigers pulled the game to
27-17 with 3:46 remaining, and then attempted
an onsides kick.
Kicker Richard Jackson got the big bounce
he was looking for, but it landed in Jeffery’s
arms, and the freshman returned the kick
35 yards to the Tiger 4-yard line. Moments
later, Garcia found Saunders for his second
touchdown on fourth-and-goal to seal the win
and finish a perfect day in the red zone for
USC, which came away with points in all four
trips inside the CU 20-yard line.
“I just want to go out and help the team,
especially to put the nail in the coffi n at the
end,” Saunders said. “I’m just happy with the
outcome, not just my personal play.”
Clemson’s last gasps fell short on loss of
dow ns, and Garcia k neeled out t he f inal
seconds, erasing the events of the last three
games and sending USC hurtling towards
its bowl game, whatever that may be, with
momentum and the senior class off with a
defeat of Clemson in its fi nal home game.
“It was a great win. Not only for the seniors,
not only for the Gamecock Nation, but a great
win for our program and where we’re trying
to go with it,” senior wide receiver Moe Brown
said. “The seniors, we were trying to show the
underclassmen how to go out the right way
after a three-game skid. We didn’t let it affect
us. We played outstanding.”
The Tigers still have a shot
at a conference championship,
and many, including Spurrier,
suggested that they may have
been looking past USC.
That may be t he case,
but the state champions
couldn’t care less.
“ I don’t k now muc h
about the rivalry yet, but
any rivalry I don’t think
you look pa st you r
opp onent ,” G a rc ia
sa id. “ W het her
t hey were or
not, it doesn’t
really matter
to me. We
won t he
game.”

Comments on
this story?
E-mail sagckspt@
mailbox.sc.edu
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Gamecocks defeat in-state
rival Clemson Tigers
for first time since 2006

G a me co c k f a n s: don’t
be fooled. Sure, Clemson
always fi nds a way to choke
in big games. They always
lose games
they shouldn’t
(see Maryland,
D u k e ,
Georgia Tech,
Virginia, etc.)
T he y a lw ay s
look lost in
s o m e o f t h e Chris Cox
biggest games Fourth-year
print journalism
of the year.
student
But none
of that would
have made a difference on
Saturday in South Carolina’s
34-17 victory over the No.
18 Tigers.
The bottom line: South
Ca rol i na wa s t he bet ter
team.
The Gamecocks
dominated both the
of f e n s i ve a nd def e n s i ve
lines of scrimmage. Eric
Norwood and Devin Taylor
we r e c o n s t a nt l y i n C U
quarterback Kyle Parker’s
face. T he of fensive l i ne
was pushing the “vaunted”
Tiger defensive line back for
four quarters.
Clemson is lucky the score
wasn’t indicative of just how
badly USC outplayed the
Tigers.
Take away t he blocked
field goal and the muffed
punt, and the Gamecocks
m ight have wal ked away
with over 40 points against
their in-state rival.
The Gamecocks had their
s e c ond-h ighe s t r u s h i n g
performance of the season
o n S a t u r d a y ( 223) a n d
quarterback Stephen Garcia
t ied h is season h igh for
passing touchdow ns in a
game (3).
A f t er t he g a me , w ide
receiver Moe Brown, safety
DeVonte Hol lom a n a nd
offensive lineman Garrett
Anderson gave coach Steve
Spurrier a Gatorade bath
once the clock hit zeros.
Spurrier made sure to tell
them that he should only
receive the showers after the
team wins championships,
but t he head ba l l coach
understood the excitement
of his players.
However, i n t he postgame press conference, he
tempered the excitement of
winning the annual Battle
of the Palmetto State.
“I t hink somet imes we
celebrate too much when
we beat them, to tell you the
truth,” Spurrier said. “But
we overdid it three years
ago, and I was guilty also.”
Don’t worr y, Spurrier.
Your teams won’t continue
to celebrate that much when
they beat the Tigers.
Let’s face facts. Carolina
is f i na l ly get t i ng to t he
poi nt where t hey ca n
annually compete with the
Tigers. Despite years of
being dominated in the instate recruiting battle, the
Gamecocks are beginning
to have their pick of who
t hey want in t he state of
South Carolina.
Add in the fact that the
Tigers lose C .J. Spi l ler,
Ja c o b y Fo r d , M ic h a e l
Pa l mer, R ic k y Sapp
a nd possibly DeA nd re
McDaniel , and the Tigers
look to be significantly less
talented next season.
Meanwhile, the
Gamecocks return a bev y
of talent, including all but
three starters on offense.
So Gamecock fans, don’t
overdo it on the celebrating
this week, because it looks
like a lot more wins in this
rivalry are headed toward
the Capital City.

